Lebanon, Dual Legitimacy, and the Syrian Crisis

Challenges for the EU and the United States in a Lebanon on the Verge of Escalated Internal Confrontations

by Peter Seeberg

Lebanization Revisited

The Lebanese President Michel Sleiman's six-year term expires in May 2014. As the political crisis in Lebanon continues, the level of consensus among the rival politicians in Lebanon concerning the upcoming election is at a very low point. The National Dialogue Committee, which comprises Lebanon's main political leaders and includes March 8 and March 14 parliamentarians, have not held regular meetings since September 2012. The political unrest resulting from deep national divisions over the ongoing war in neighboring Syria became more tense following Syrian President Bashar al-Assad's critique of Lebanon's self-disassociation policy in an interview with a Lebanese TV station in October 2013: “Lebanon contributed directly in igniting the flames inside Syria by allowing terrorists to cross in through the Lebanese-Syrian borders, so practically there was no self-disassociation.”

There is hardly any doubt that both sides in Lebanon — Hezbollah as well as the Future Movement alliance — are sending fighters and weapons into Syria, raising fears in Lebanon that the conflicts will produce a spillover and that there will be fighting on a larger scale in Lebanon. There have been clashes between supporters and opponents of Assad in the northern Lebanese city of Tripoli, which have resulted in dozens of deaths and hundreds of wounded. So far the Lebanese Army has been able to contain the confrontations, but the fear is that the unrest will spread to other areas in Lebanon including Beirut, where several car bombs have exploded and minor clashes have taken place. The caretaker government has drafted a security plan, but if a further escala-
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1. The March 8 Alliance, characterized by its pro-Syrian stance, was the ruling coalition in Lebanon until July 2013. The March 14 Alliance, in contrast, represents anti-Syrian parties such as the Future Movement Alliance.
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The Syrian Crisis and Lebanon

A Weberian approach can be useful to understanding the increasing social and political tension in Lebanon in light of the Syrian crisis. A simplified dichotomy — in which on one side we have representatives of a legitimate, weak Lebanese government, and on the other proxies of Syria and Iran — might work in some lightweight Western media, but the Lebanese reality is more complex. A dual-power situation in Lebanese politics is, in the current state of affairs, supplemented by a dual-legitimacy phenomenon. Hezbollah, with its efficient political work in parliament and the municipalities, its notoriously well-functioning and wide-ranging social work, and its ideological campaigns aimed at the Lebanese public sphere through the rhetoric of Nasrallah and the impressive satellite- and internet-based news hub Al Manar, is able to dominate Lebanese politics and society to some degree.

The recent conflict is worsened by the fact that almost 800,000 Syrian refugees have fled to Lebanon. The potential for conflict related to this fact is significant, not least because of the above-mentioned national divisions. There is no consensus in Lebanese society on how to deal with the refugees. Some are worried about a drain on limited Lebanese resources. But more importantly, others fear that an influx of highly problematic groups will be hidden among the refugees. Lebanon is a sensitive country when it comes to refugees as a result of the more than 400,000 Palestinian refugees in the country who for decades have contributed to its dramatic history.

International Aspects

The dual-legitimacy phenomenon in Lebanon has been an obstacle for the EU for years in the sense that the EU has had difficulties dealing with a strong non-state actor like Hezbollah. Its sharing of power with other actors in Lebanon, its social work, its maintenance of its status as “the resistance” and, at the same time, its pursuit of political agendas on behalf of Syria and Iran have all been problematic. In July 2013, the EU added the Hezbollah Military Wing to its list of entities, groups, and persons involved in terrorist acts. In the EU’s press release it was emphasized that “this decision does not affect the continuation of dialogue with all political parties in Lebanon and does not
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affect the delivery of assistance to Lebanon.”5 By explicitly limiting the listing to the armed wing, the EU wanted to maintain working relations with Lebanon’s government and all political parties. Obviously, however, the decision may complicate the EU’s ability to approach Lebanese politicians who have relations with Hezbollah.

In a comment on the EU’s decision, U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry stated that a “growing number of governments are recognizing Hezbollah as the dangerous and destabilizing terrorist organization that it is.”6 Given the recent highly problematic situation in Syria and its effects on Lebanon, this approach based on a simple dual-power understanding of the Lebanese reality might not be appropriate for two reasons. Firstly, if the objective is to avoid a spread of the Syrian tragedy by maintaining dialogue with all parties, a pragmatic approach in which contact is maintained with both March 8 and March 14 parliamentarians seems necessary. Secondly, a post-Assad scenario in Syria will tend to create a highly critical and unstable situation in Lebanon. Given such a situation, it seems reasonable to be ready and able to discuss solutions with all parties interested in avoiding chaos. March 8 and March 14 parliamentarians will be necessary discussion partners in this scenario.
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